
1. Introduction

Technically sophisticated and reliable mini splicers
have been available for many years to meet the needs
of fiber to the premises (FTTP) deployments, local
area networks (LAN) applications, etc. However, with
the recent proliferation of FTTP, the splicing require-
ments have increased. Installation of On2
Technologies (ONTs), terminals, and other fiber cab-
inets is now required in more narrow or confined
locations, often in remote locations in the premises.
Aerial applications have multiplied as well. This has
placed greater demands on small splicer size and
weight. Furthermore, typical splicing activity for
these FTTP activities involves only a few splices (or a
single splice) at any customer drop location, with the
ability to easily move  to another location so as to
maximize daily productivity. This further emphasizes
the need for high splicer portability.

To meet these needs, some micro splicers have
been introduced in recent years with lower weight
and smaller size than the established sophisticated
mini splicers. However, in order to achieve this micro
size, the optical system used for fiber observation has
been compromized, with a resultant loss of sophisti-
cation. This has led to problems with erratic and
unpredictable splicing results in the field.

In this paper we discuss the development of a dra-
matic new sub-micro fusion splicer and cleaver. While
the splicer is roughly half the size of the recently
introduced micro splicers (about one third the size
and weight  of conventional mini fusion splicers), it
retains a sophisticated fiber observation system and
other features needed to ensure reliable and repeat-

able low-loss splicing results in the field, even with
relatively untrained operators, as is common in FTTP
deployments. 

2. Product overview

The newly developed splicer is shown in Fig. 1.
The newly developed cleaver is shown in Fig. 2. 

A comparison of specifications between the newly
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Fig. 1.  Newly developed splicer.

Fig. 2.  Newly developed cleaver.



developed splicer and the conventional mini splicer is
given in Table 1. 

A comparison of specifications between the newly
developed cleaver and the old model is given in Table
2. 

3. Miniaturization of the new splicer

In order to dramatically shrink the size of the
fusion splicer, the optical system utilized for precise
observation of the fibers must be considerably
reduced in size. The conventional mini splicer fiber
observation system is shown in Fig. 3(a). In conven-
tional mini splicers, the LEDs that illuminate the
fibers shine upward from the main body of the
splicer. This is completely impractical for the new
sub-micro splicer. Therefore, the illumination LEDs
are located in the wind protector. The new splicer
fiber observation system is shown in Fig. 3(b). Also,
very small lenses are used, with a short optical path
length.  As a result, the distance from the illumination
LED to the camera has been greatly reduced.

An unfortunate byproduct of the very short dis-
tance from the illumination LED to the camera is that
the illumination background brightness of the fiber
observation area is not uniform and stable.
Therefore, the fiber image is distorted in the outer
region of the observation area, as can be seen in Fig.
4(a).  In order to solve this problem, a diffuser has
been installed in the light path.  This results in uni-
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Table 1. Comparison of splicer specifications.

Item Newly developed model Conventional mini splicer

1. Appearance
Dimensions 110 × 80 × 100 mm 150 × 150 × 150 mm

Weight(with AC adapter) 0.8 kg 3.0 kg

Average splice loss 0.05 dB (SMF) 0.05 dB (SMF)

2.Splicing performance Splice time 20 s 20 s

Protection sleeve shrinkage time 40 s 40 s

3.Performances and functions Dual monitor position
Possible Possible

related to operations (front/rear)

4.Functions for certain splices Arc power calibration Automatic Automatic

Table 2. Comparison of cleaver specifications.

Item
Newly developed

Old cleaver
model

Dimensions 82 × 69 × 41 mm 98 × 58 × 47 mm

1. Appearance
Weight

(With fiber 0.18 kg 0.46 kg
collector)

2. Performance Cleave angle 1° 1°
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Fig. 3.  (a) Conventional mini splicer fiber observation system.
(b) New splicer fiber observation system.
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Fig. 4.  (a) Without illumination diffuser.
(b) With illumination diffuser.



form background brightness and clear fiber image as
shown in Fig. 4(b).

4. Splice loss capability

Figure 5 shows the splice loss of the new sub-micro
splicer. There is no loss of performance in the new
splicer despite the dramatic reduction in size and
weight and the new splicer retains the sophistication
required for reliable field use.

5. Development of the new cleaver

Important design goals for the new cleaver includ-
ed not only decreased size and weight but also ease
of use in difficult field environments for FTTP.
Indeed, one goal was to provide such a dramatic
decrease in size that true hand-held cleaving opera-
tion could be provided so that the new cleaver could
be operated efficiently even in aerial and remote site
FTTP operations where a work surface is not avail-
able. In order to provide true hand operation,
ergonomic and operational changes were required.
In particular, it was necessary to greatly simplify the
operation of the cleaver.

To minimize the size of the new cleaver, the blade
slide mechanism and the length of the slide were
redesigned and reduced in size. Moreover, the bulk
of the fiber scrap collector was minimized to allow the
cleaver to rest comfortably in the hand. The combina-
tion of such factors reduced the volume of the cleaver
to only 39% of the previous/conventional model.

The number of steps required to operate the
cleaver has been reduced.  This has the effect of
shortening the cleaving operational time, and also
simplifying operation so that ergonomically efficient
operation is possible by using one hand. 

The previous/conventional cleaver required the fol-
lowing four steps to operate:
1. Open the cover of the fiber scrap collector.
2. After setting the optical fiber into the cleaver, close

the cover of the fiber scrap collector.
3. Depress the cleaving lever to cleave the fiber.
4. Depress the scrap collection lever to dispose of the

fiber scrap.
The newly developed cleaver has mechanically

linked functions so that a single action by the opera-
tor performs multiple steps. For example, the fiber
scrap collector is opened by the action of setting the
cleaver blade slide to the initial "start" position.
Furthermore, the scrap collector is both closed and
also operated automatically by the action of depress-
ing the cleaving lever. 

Therefore, the new cleaver requires only the fol-
lowing two operating steps:
1. The blade slide is set to the start position.
2. The cleaving lever is depressed (to cleave the

fibers and dispose of the fiber scrap).

6. Cleave angle capability

Figure 6 shows the cleave angle of the newly devel-
oped cleaver. Whereas this is a small cleaver that
may be operated by hand, it is nevertheless having a
very high precision, as shown by the cleave data.
There has been no loss of cleaving performance and
precision despite the small size, hand operation, and
simplified operation of the new cleaver.

7. Ergonomics for FTTP splicing

When splicing for FTTP operations, the optimal
direction of the splicing process changes in accord-
ance with the type and position of the closure or
splice tray, as well as other operating considerations.

The traditional layout for a fusion splicer has the
tube heater for the splice protection sleeve on the
front of the splicer, with the video monitor at the top
rear.  With this type of fusion splicer arrangement,
the wind protector opens to the rear (away from the
operator).  This arrangement is ergonomically well
suited and convenient for most splicing operations.

However, if there is only a short length of fiber
available for splicing (which is frequently the case for
aerial splicing, especially with taut-sheath cable), the
traditional splicer layout is unsuitable.  In such a case,
it is important to place the splicer up against the
splice closure or ONT to maximize the length of fiber
available for cleaving and splicing. Therefore, the
splicer video monitor should be on the front of the
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Fig. 5.  Splice loss, newly developed splicer.
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splicer so that the splicer can be closer to the splice
closure.  In addition, it is better if the tube heater is at
the rear of the splicer in order to minimize the length
of fiber required for the splice protection operation.
Finally, it is better if the wind protector opens toward
the front so that a minimal length of fiber can reach
the splicer V-grooves for splicing.

The newly developed splicer was therefore
designed so that it can be operated from either direc-
tion, allowing versatility to meet the needs of the
operating environment.

The splicer appearance while performing front
operation and back operation functions is shown in
Fig. 7.

In order to provide dual-direction splicer operation
capability, several changes were required in the
design of the splicer:
1. The movable range and viewing angle of the LCD

monitor was extended.
2. A provision was made in the splicer menu to allow

the video image to be flipped vertically so that the
operator can easily set it to the proper orientation
within seconds, regardless of monitor position and
direction.

3. Control panel keypads were provided on both sides
of the monitor to allow easy operation with either
front or rear monitor operation.  These keypads uti-
lize easy to understand graphical/symbolic func-
tion labeling, thereby making operation simple.

8. Folding splicing workstation

Because FTTP splicing operations will be per-
formed in many diverse locations, a work surface may
not always be available for splicing.  This can be par-
ticularly true for aerial splicing or for splicing at an
ONT next to the customer's house.  Furthermore,
since only a single splice or a few splices will be per-
formed at each FTTP location, too much time will be
wasted setting up splicing and arranging splicing
tools if conventional splicing practices are utilized.

Therefore, we have developed a very convenient
splicing workstation for use with the new splicer.
This workstation provides storage and organization of
the necessary tools for splicing operations, such as
the cleaver, stripping tool, fiber cleaning accessories,
splice protection sleeves, etc.  The splicer is securely
attached to the workstation.

For transportation to the FTTP splicing work site,
the workstation is folded closed. In this configuration,
the workstation is easily carried by hand or by the
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(b) Back operation.

Fig. 7.  Change of operating direction.
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Fig. 8.  (a) Transport configuration, workstation folded closed. 
(b) Operating configuration, workstation folded open.

(a) Front operation.



carrying strap.  This configuration is shown in Fig.
8(a).

Once the operator arrives at the splicing site, the
workstation can be folded open to the operating con-
figuration.  When the front cover of the folding work-
station is hinged open, the front cover provides the
operator with a convenient work surface for fiber
preparation, cleaving, etc.  All of the tools and splic-
ing accessories are immediately accessible so that
splicing operations can begin as soon as the operator
arrives at the splicing location and folds the worksta-
tion open, without wasting time on setting up.

When the workstation is folded open to the operat-
ing configuration, the carrying strap can be used as a
neck strap to suspend the splicer in front of the oper-

ator's body.  This allows operation in locations where
there is no work surface for splicing operations, such
as next to a premises, or in aerial splicing. Figure
8(b) shows the workstation in the operating configu-
ration, using the neck strap.

9. Conclusion

We have developed a new splicer optimized for
FTTP operations.  The splicer is the smallest and
lightest in the world. Together with the new cleaver,
they provide the easiest operation.  The features and
versatility of this splicer, cleaver, and the associated
splicing workstation allow efficient splicing to be easi-
ly performed even in challenging work environments.
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